Physical Development
Working on the large apparatus in P.E.
Daily outdoor learning sessions and
specific sessions on the outdoor
Equipment.
Developing scissor skills making puppets
and masks.
Drawing letters and shapes in porridge.
Developing pencil control and letter
formation.

Literacy
Enjoying a range of traditional tales.
Creating scribed stories.
Continuing to learn Phase 3 phonics
sounds and blend them.
Learning our tricky words.
Writing, using our developing phonic
knowledge including letters to
Goldilocks, speech bubbles for bears and
captions for bear cakes.

Understanding the World
Solving the crime scene and looking for
clues in the environment.
Learning about different types of bear.
Exploring a paint programme on the
computer and learning to print it
independently.
Using the school iPads for educational
games.

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development

Communication and Language
Development

Continuing to grow in confidence and self
awareness. This includes sharing the work
in their folders with parents and their
teacher.

Sharing and talking about different
traditional tales.
Play ‘hot seating’ and learning to ask
interesting questions.
Discovering a crime scene (stolen
porridge) talking about it and looking
for clues
Working daily with our ‘talking
partner.’

Continuing to develop communication skills
through WWO themes.
Working with different friends within the
class.
Learning to give & receive a simple
massage , peer to peer.
Learning self help skills such as doing up
our coats and asking our friends for help.

Traditional Tales
Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
We will be….

Mathematics
Counting out 3 bears equipment and
comparing sizes.
Weighing bags of porridge.
Ordering numbers 1-20 and finding one
more and one less.
Counting forwards and backwards on
the number line
Adding small amounts of objects and
finding different ways to record them.

Expressive Arts and Design
Using the Goldilocks and the 3 Bears role
play.
Using the puppet theatre to tell stories
Mixing our own colours to paint a bear.
Decorating cakes with bear faces and writing
a caption.
Singing bear songs and rhymes.
Creating high and low sounds and relating to
the bears voices.

